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Taking A Walk
9.1

The change in pace in the beat going from slow
to fast made it very easy to listen to. Also, Redd
reflects on his beef with other rappers, making
the song meaningful and interesting to listen to.
When it finishes, you will be wishing there was
more.

Forever Ever (feat. Young Thug & Reese LaFlare)

8.3

Great change in tone going from Redd, a faster
paced rapper, to Young Thug and Reese
LaFlare, who are primarily slower paced
rappers.

Wish (feat. Diplo)
8.1

The song had a summer vibe to it due to Diplo,
a DJ, taking on the production of the song. It
was unlike anything Redd has ever done
before, but was a great fit with Redd's raspy,
powerful voice.

Together
8

In the song Redd slowly sings to a soothing
beat and the emotion of his voice is very
powerful. Redd talks about pulling himself
together and staying strong, which is different
from what he normally raps about. His tone is
somewhat similar to former rapper,
XXXTentacion.

BANG!
7.1

It starts out with Redd slowly singing to a quiet
hum and then increasingly Redd puts more
power into his voice. Then, a minute and a half
in, the beat drops and Redd picks up the speed
which made the wait for the beat drop very
rewarding.

Missing My Idols
6.9

Redd comes in rapping very fast with a simple,
catchy beat allowing for Redd's voice to be
zeroed in on. Unlike "Shake It Up," Redd's lyrics
varied and made every part of the song
engaging.

UKA UKA
6.2

It begins with the fastest beat on the album and
slowly mellows out after the intro. Then, it goes
from very fast to slow which made the song
very exciting and fun to listen to.

How You Feel
6.1

The song begins with an electric guitar and
Redd singing with his voice faded which gave a
smooth vibe to it. Redd talks about his love
issues, but does it in a non-depressing way
which made the song easy to listen to from start
to finish.

Bird Sh*t
5.4

The song comes in with a quick beat and then
slows down to set up a beat drop that grabbed
my attention immediately. It maintains a very
catchy beat throughout the whole song and
Redd does an amazing job of switching up his
tone. However, the lyrics were somewhat
repetitive.

Oomps Revenge
5

It is the slowest song on the album and has a
very simple beat that flows with the pace of the
lyrics very well. However, it is repetitive
throughout the whole song.

Gore
4.8

Kept the same pace throughout the whole song
and never caught my attention at any point in
the song. Towards the end the tone began to
change, however it was too late to turn the song
around with only twenty seconds left.

Underwater Flyzone
4.3

Song began with a beautiful guitar intro and
carried a slow depressing melody throughout
the song. Despite the intro, the song was too
long to keep one interest taking about five
minutes to listen to.

Shake It Up
4

A lack in the change of pace for the song. Many
of the lyrics were repeated and lacked meaning
and sophistication. However, the fast rhythm of
the song can be somewhat catchy.

Infographic does not include "Dark Knight Dummo (feat. Travis Scott)" because it was previously
released.
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